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At the beginning of the decade Macromedia coined the term rich Internet application (RIA) to describe the future of applications. An RIA is a Web experience that’s engaging, interactive, lightweight, and flexible. RIAs offer the flexibility and ease of use of an intelligent desktop application and add the broad reach of traditional Web applications. Adobe Flex 2 has established itself as the premiere platform for delivering these experiences.

The Flash Player is an ideal runtime for a rich Internet application. Installed on 98% of Web-enabled desktops, the Player has a reach far beyond any individual Web browser or other client technology. For years, developers took advantage of this by using the Macromedia Flash tool to build compelling, data-driven applications. But the Flash programming model wasn’t for everyone. When building what would become Flex 1.0, we geared the programming model towards developers who had more of a programming background, especially Java Web application developers. We designed a tag-based language called MXML and influenced the evolution of ActionScript 2.0 to appeal to developers used to object-oriented programming. Flex 1.0 and Flex 1.5 were very successful for Macromedia, reaching hundreds of customers in 18 months, impressive for a v1 product with an enterprise price tag.

But we realized that to reach our goal of a million Flex developers we needed to make some drastic changes in the platform. Our first change was to rewrite the virtual machine in the Flash Player from scratch and improve the language at the same time. The AVM2 inside Flash Player 9 is orders of magnitude faster than the previous virtual machine and uses less memory. The ActionScript 3.0 language is now on a par with other enterprise development languages like Java and C#. We then re-architected the Flex Framework to take advantage of the improvements our underlying foundation exposed.
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Pro Jakarta Tomcat 5Apress, 2004
Ideal for Tomcat administrators and those who wish to configure Tomcat, this succinct text describes configuration files, as well as administration features like security, auto-deployment, remote deployment, and datasources.

Java was initially released in the mid-1990s as a way to liven up static Web...
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HTML, XHTML, and CSS, Sixth Edition (Visual Quickstart Guide)Peachpit Press, 2006
Like previous editions, HTML 4 for the World Wide Web: Visual QuickStart Guide has won universal praise for being the most succinct, indispensable guide to using HTML to design Web pages. Completely updated for HTML 4, this third edition covers such important innovations as Cascading Style Sheets and dynamic HTML, as well as the improved...
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The Role of EU Agencies in the Eurozone and Migration Crisis: Impact and Future Challenges (European Administrative Governance)Palgrave Macmillan, 2020

	This book provides a wealth of empirical material to understand key aspects of EU governance including its plurality of actors and policy making modes and its functioning during crisis management. Authored by legal scholars and political scientists, it presents new research and insights on the role of EU agencies in the context of the Euro and...
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Deep Learning Cookbook: Practical Recipes to Get Started QuicklyO'Reilly, 2018

	
		Deep learning doesn’t have to be intimidating. Until recently, this machine-learning method required years of study, but with frameworks such as Keras and Tensorflow, software engineers without a background in machine learning can quickly enter the field. With the recipes in this cookbook, you’ll learn how to solve...
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Stabilising the Contemporary Middle East and North Africa: Regional Actors and New Approaches (Middle East Today)Palgrave Macmillan, 2019

	This book examines the changing dynamics of stabilisation efforts in the Middle East and North Africa. Written by recognised scholars and practitioners in the field, this volume provides a rich overview of the broader spectrum of stabilisation. The topics range from a comprehensive set of lessons learned in Afghanistan and Iraq to transitional...
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Dynamic Oracle Performance Analytics: Using Normalized Metrics to Improve Database SpeedApress, 2018

	In the practice of performance tuning, change is inevitable. New

	techniques are created; old ones are updated. The volume of metrics,

	especially those contained in Oracle’s Automatic Workload Repository

	(AWR), is multiplying almost daily. Despite the autonomous database,

	monitoring tools, and other similar tools, the level...
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